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Abstract – Several research works have been focused on integrating FEA (finite-elements analysis) with
CAD (Computer Aided Design) over the last decade. In spite of the improvements brought by this inte-
gration, research work remains to be done in order to better integrate all the operations led during the
design process. Until now, the communication between CAD modules remains static. The design process
involves several modifications of an initial design solution. Consequently, there is a need for more flexible
communications between CAD modules through the design cycle. Some approaches have been developed
in order to reduce the design process length when using FEA, and to automate the transfer of part’s data
from one step of the process to the next one. Automatic re-meshing is one of these approaches and it is
based on automatically updating the part’s mesh around modifications zones, in the case of a minor change
in the part’s design, without the need to re-mesh the entire part. The purpose of this paper is presenting
a new tool, aiming at the improvement of automatic re-meshing procedures. It basically consists in auto-
matically identifying and locating modifications between two CAD parts (typically an initial design and a
modified design). A major benefit of the approach presented here is that it is completely independent of
the description frame, which is made possible with the use of vector-based geometric representations.
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Résumé – Recherche des différences entre des modèles CAO solides. Plusieurs travaux ont été
effectués à propos de l’intégration MEF (méthode des éléments-finis) – CAO depuis une décennie. Bien
que le processus se soit amélioré, il reste du travail à faire pour intégrer l’ensemble des modules de la CAO.
Jusqu’à maintenant, les systèmes de CAO présentent des communications statiques entre leurs modules.
Le processus itératif de conception nécessite une communication plus flexible afin d’être plus efficace. Pour
réduire le temps de conception lors d’une étude éléments-finis, plusieurs approches ont permis d’optimiser
la phase de maillage en n’effectuant, en cas de changement mineur de design, qu’un remaillage autour
des modifications de design sans devoir remailler le domaine au complet. L’objectif de cet article est de
présenter un nouvel outil, permettant d’identifier et de localiser des modifications entre deux modèles
de pièces (une solution initiale de conception et une solution modifiée). Cet outil utilise une formulation
vectorielle de la géométrie, ce qui lui permet d’opérer une comparaison complètement indépendante du
repère.

Mots clés : Comparaison de géométrie / BREP / vectorisation / remaillage / NURBS

1 Introduction

The design process of mechanical part, usually in-
volves several modifications of an initial design solution.
This means that during the design and manufacturing

a Corresponding author: francois@uqtr.ca

cycle of a given part, the geometry can change several
times. When geometry has to be analyzed using FEA
(finite-element analysis), the mesh has to be completely
rebuilt. This is obviously a great waste of time if we con-
sider that the geometry changes very little when the de-
sign is updated. It is even a greater waste of time when the
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analysis process requires significant adaptive refinement.
Therefore, repeating these tasks at every design modifica-
tion makes the design process very expensive with regard
to processing time. In order to reduce the time of the de-
sign phase in product development, automatic updating
of models and processes (such as mesh generation and
FEA) could induce very important gains with regard to
processing time. For example, instead of re-meshing en-
tirely a modified model, it can be re-meshed only around
modification zones, while partially preserving the former
mesh. Also, when performing a FEA on a modified de-
sign, instead of solving the entire modified model, it would
be very powerful to be able to solve the problem only in
modifications zones and to retrieve, where the design isn’t
modified, results of previous analyses.

In the perspective to automate these updates, we
should primarily know the location of modification zones
between an initial design and a modified design. For that,
it’s necessary to develop automatic processes to detect
these modifications.

The purpose of this paper is to present and discuss
the different approaches on which the tool is established.
The tool has to meet three major requirements. The first
one is that the comparison must be independent from the
part’s description frame. The second requirement is that
it must be independent from a specific CAD solid kernel.
The third requirement is that the process should be ex-
clusively based on geometric data analysis. This paper is
organized as follows. The first section contains a review
of related work. The second section presents an overview
of vector-based representations, which will be used in the
development of the tool presented here. In the third sec-
tion, we detail four algorithms involved in our method,
and illustrate them with examples. Finally, we end this
paper with a brief conclusion and perspectives.

2 Related work

Reducing time and cost of product development is one
of the primary challenges of today’s manufacturing sec-
tor. More than 75% of design activity involves reusing
previous design knowledge to address a new design prob-
lem: about 40% of design activity is based on building
from an existing design and 40% is based on modifying
an existing design. In aeronautics and automotive indus-
try, where thousands of CAD parts models are involved in
product databases, easily re-using design/manufacturing
information stored would result in a much faster and more
efficient design process. Consequently, it’s necessary to
provide the design activity with a tool to search for sim-
ilar model parts inside very large parts databases. Sev-
eral approaches aiming at the retrieval of a desired model
from a large selection of 3D shape models have already
been proposed. The different approaches commonly de-
pend of the way of the model part is represented. In [1–3],
we find an abounded survey of the methods used in 3D
shape similar matching. Hilaga [4] proposes a technique
to calculate the similarity between polyhedral models by

comparing skeletal and topologic structures. Osada pro-
poses and analyses a method to compute shape signa-
tures with a shape distribution sampled from a shape
function measuring global geometric properties of a 3D
shape model [5,6]. Ohbuchi [7] improved Osada’s method
by introducing mutual orientation of surfaces, and used
a 2D histogram having distance and angle. Vranic and
Saupe [8, 9] developed a method based on spherical har-
monics. Cicirello and Regli [10, 11] used a graph-based
approach to assess the similarity of solid models. Ramesh
et al. [12] developed a feature recognition based technique
to identify similarities between parts. All these methods
try to abstract the shape representation by a vector de-
scriptor in order to calculate a signature that is used to
compare two shapes. Furthermore, these methods com-
pare shapes in global way. They do not intend to find the
location of modifications, but to estimate a similarity rate
between two models. François et al. [13,14] introduce a so
called additional format aiming at locating modification
zones. The additional format consists in an octree struc-
ture for which cells contain information (topologic and
geometric) relative to the B-REP (Boundary Represen-
tation) model. In this context, the comparison between
models is performed by comparing their associated ad-
ditional format. The weakness of this method is that it
is time expensive and closely depends of the two parts
description frame. As mentioned earlier, there is a need,
in order to achieve CAD/FEA integration, for effective
procedures to compare models and locate modifications
zones. These procedures could be useful to identify sim-
ilarities between parts in large databases but would also
allow designers to take advantage of previous analyses
by updating meshes and analyses only around modified
shapes.

Our approach to comparisons between models is in-
spired by a geometrical analysis based on vector ap-
proach [15,16]. It enables existing tolerancing relations to
be written between the design parameters. The objective
of this method is to analyze dependency relations that
may exist between several specifications of a geometric
object. The object is modeled on the basis of the TTRS
concept [17, 18] and vector modeling synthesized by the
metric tensor of a sheaf of vectors. The sheaf of vectors is
constructed from the part’s surface normal vectors.

In our approach, we will use this metric tensor concept
to compare two parts. As we will see later, in our method,
the metric tensor is computed from a sheaf of vectors
which are constructed from control points of the NURBS
(Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines) [19] representation of
entities of the CAD model. It is very important to outline
that the major benefit of using an approach based on a
vectorial space derived into a metric tensor makes that
the process is fully independent from the frame consid-
ered in both models. Consequently, with our approach, we
can identify modifications between two models even if one
model is affected by a rigid motion transformation with
regard to the other model. In fact, the transformation
matrix corresponding to this rigid motion is computed at
the end of the process.
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Fig. 1. Types of comparison between entities.

3 Comparison algorithm

In this work we have adopted the following terminol-
ogy (Fig. 1) with regard to the comparison between two
entities of a BREP model (edges faces, etc.) [20]:

– Two geometric entities are similar if they have the
same shape regardless of their size.

– Two geometrical entities are identical if they are sim-
ilar and if their dimensions are the same.

– Two entities are identically localized if they are iden-
tical and if their location (relatively to the part’s solid
model) is the same.

The comparison between two CAD models consists in
comparing each entity of the first model with those of
the second model. This comparison is practically achieved
using four consecutive algorithms (Fig. 2). The first algo-
rithm aims at finding similarities between entities and
makes use of the vectorial space concept. The objective

Similar entities retrieval

Identical entities retrieval

Identical entities localization and
computing of frame change 

Identification of 
modification zones

1

2

3

4

Fig. 2. Comparison algorithm.

Fig. 3. Surface vectorial space.

of the second algorithm is to find among similar enti-
ties listed as a result of the first algorithm, those which
are identical. The purpose of the third algorithm to find
among identical entities listed as a result of the second al-
gorithm, those which are identically localized. Finally, the
last algorithm identifies partial modifications performed
on a BREP entity.

In the following sections we will discuss and detail
these four algorithms.

4 The vectorial space

We start the process by defining a point cloud from
the BREP curves and surfaces control points (Fig. 3).
Then, a vectorial space is derived from this point cloud.
It consists in a vectors sheaf where each vector is defined
by a pair of control points. The coordinates of control
points are defined in the homogeneous space. The last
component of homogeneous vectors corresponds to the
weight associated with control points.

In the case of a vectorial space Γ α associated with
a curve �cα(u), control points are derived into vectors as
follows:

�Vi+1 =
�Pi+1 − �Pi∥∥∥�Pi+1 − �Pi

∥∥∥
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where �Pi are the control points of �cα(u) NURBS defini-
tion; and i varies from 0 to n − 1. This set of vectors is
referred to as Γα =

{
�V1, �V2, . . . , �Vn

}
.

In the case of a vectorial space associated with a sur-
face, vectors Γ β are defined using:

�V u
i,j =

�Pi+1,j − �Pi,j∥∥∥�Pi+1,j − �Pi,j

∥∥∥
and �V v

i,j =
�Pi,j+1 − �Pi,j∥∥∥�Pi,j+1 − �Pi,j

∥∥∥

where �Pi,j are the control points of �sα(u, v) NURBS def-
inition; and i varies from 0 to n − 1 and j varies from 0
to m − 1, and a list of �V u

i,m and �V v
n,j is added.

This set of vectors is referred to as

ΓSβ
=

{
�V u
0,0, �V v

0,0, ..., �V u
n−1,m−1, �V v

n−1,m−1,

�V u
0,m, ..., �V u

n−1,m, �V v
n,0, ...,

�V v
n,m−1

}

In Figure 3, we present the vectorial space of the under-
lying surface of a BREP face.

Once these vectors are computed, a corresponding
metric tensor is derived. Using homogeneous coordi-
nates, any vector �V can be written in a unique way
as a linear combination of the four basis vectors B =
(−→e1 ,

−→e2 , −→e3 , −→e4). Given a vectors field Γα =
{

�V0, . . . , �Vp

}

defined in this basis. It can be expressed as:

Γ α =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

�V0

�V1

.

.

�Vp

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

V x
0 V y

0 V z
0 V w

0

V x
1 V y

1 V z
1 V w

1

. . . .

. . . .

V x
p V x

p V z
p V w

p

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

�e1

�e2

�e3

�e4

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

The metric tensor G(Γ α) is defined as the tensor product
of the two vector sheaf, through the following expression:

G(Γ α) = Γα ⊗ Γ α =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

�V0

�V1

.

.

�Vp

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

⊗

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

�V0

�V1

.

.

�Vp

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

V x
0 V y

0 V z
0 V w

0

V x
1 V y

1 V z
1 V w

1

. . . .

. . . .

V x
p V x

p V z
p V w

p

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

⎡
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V x
0 V y

0 V z
0 V w

0

V x
1 V y

1 V z
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1

. . . .

. . . .

V x
p V x

p V z
p V w

p

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

T

Modification

Geometric Topologic

Geometric 
modification

Topological 
modification

Fig. 4. Geometric and topologic modifications.

can be written

G(Γ α) = Γ α ⊗ Γα =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

�V0 · �V0
�V0 · �V1 · · �V0 · �Vp

�V1 · �V0
�V1 · �V1 . . �V1 · �Vp

. . . . .

. . . . .

�Vp · �V0
�Vp · �V1 . . �Vp · �Vp

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

5 First algorithm: retrieval of similar entities

As we mentioned above, the goal of the first algorithm
is to match similar geometric entities (as defined earlier)
between the initial and the modified CAD part. As de-
tailed in the following section, the comparison is based
on the metric tensors (as defined just above) of both ge-
ometric entities.

5.1 Two types of modifications

In CAD design, modifications that can be performed
on an existing part are classified into two categories
(Fig. 4):

(a) Geometric modifications: the initial model is modi-
fied by changing dimensions only, without affecting
the topology as we define it just below (modifying the
diameter of a hole without interacting with other fea-
ture for example).

(b) Topologic modifications: the topology of the solid is
modified (adding a hole, or changing a chamfer to a
fillet, for example). This is the most general type of
modification and, by the way, the most difficult to han-
dle. It is important to underline that the definition of
topology that is used in this work is wider than those
based on the parameters of Euler’s rule. In fact, in the
terminology that we use, we consider that modifying
a fillet to a chamfer induces a topologic change in the
BREP even if this does not change its topologic struc-
ture. As soon as the type of a BREP geometric entity
(a curve or a surface) underlying a given BREP topo-
logic entity, is modified (a cylinder to a plane in the
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Modification

Geometric Topologic

Angle Length Vectorial space

Fig. 5. Types of model modification and relative impact on
the vectorial space.

case of a fillet changed to a chamfer) we consider it as
a topologic modification in the BREP.

5.2 Comparison criteria

Verifying if two geometric (surfaces, curves, etc.) or
topologic entities (faces, edges, etc.) are similar or not
can be performed by verifying if their metric tensors are
equivalent or not. Before detailing further this compari-
son, we present criteria on which it is based.

In Figure 5, we present the relation between the vec-
torial space and the two types of modification introduced
above (geometric and topologic). A geometric modifica-
tion (increasing the length of a face for example) induces
modifications of angles and lengths in the vectorial space
vectors. On the other hand, a topologic modification (like
the addition of a hole in a face) induces modifications of
the vectorial space’s topology (changing by the way the
metric tensor’s size). Thus, the abstraction of a CAD ge-
ometry into a vectorial space is a powerful tool to identify
both types of model modifications.

In the following paragraph, we present the various
steps which lead to compare two faces belonging respec-
tively to the initial and modified model (Fig. 6). Overall,
this algorithm is applied to all faces of the part:

1. Construct the vectorial space of each face for both
CAD models (initial and modified parts). The vecto-
rial space of a given face includes the vectorial space
of its underlying surface and the vectorial space of the
underlying curves of its boundary edges. Compute as-
sociated metric tensors (for both underlying surfaces
and curves).

2. Compare the size of the two metric tensors. At this
stage, if sizes are different then, the two faces are iden-
tified as different.

3. Compare metric tensors of the two underlying sur-
faces. If these metric tensors are different then the two
entities are different. If these metric tensors are equiv-
alent (lines or columns tensors can be exchange), we
cannot confirm that the two entities are similar be-
cause it is possible that the two underlying surfaces
are similar whereas their underlying boundary curves

YES

Face of the initial part Face of the modified part

Underlying surface 
metric tensor

Underlying surface 
metric tensor

Equivalent ?

Edges 
metric tensor

Edges 
metric tensor

Equivalent?

Faces are similar Faces are different

NO

YES

Number of control points Number of control points

Equal ? Faces different
NO

NOYES

Fig. 6. Vectorial space based similarity comparison.

are different. Consequently, metric tensors of under-
lying curves of the face’s boundary edges have to be
compared also.

4. Compare the face’s boundary edges metric tensors. If
they are equivalent then the two entities are similar.
If the metric tensors are different then the two entities
are identified as different.

6 Second algorithm: identical entities
retrieval

In this section we present the algorithm used to re-
trieve identical entities between the initial and modified
model. The aim of the second algorithm is matching
identical entities among sets of similar entities identi-
fied through the first algorithm. This second algorithm
is based on inertial properties of sets of control points as-
sociated with a unit mass. These inertial properties are
referred to as the inertia tensor. The inertia tensor of a
set of control points is defined by associating a unit mass
to each control points.

In the following paragraph, we present the various
steps of the second algorithm (matching identical faces
among similar faces) for the comparison of two similar
faces belonging respectively to the initial and modified
part (Fig. 7). This algorithm has to be applied to all sim-
ilar faces:

1. Construct a local frame system from the face vectorial
space.
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Similar faces
of the initial model

Similar faces 
of the modified model

Surface
inertia tensor 

Surface 
inertia tensor

Equal ?

Edges 
inertia tensor

Edges
Inertia tensor

Equal ?

Identical faces Different faces

NO

YES

Different faces

NOYES

Fig. 7. Inertia-based identity comparison.

2. Compute and compare the inertia tensor of underlying
surfaces and their associated curves. If the inertia ten-
sors are different then the two entities are different. If
they are equivalent, another step has to be considered
because, like in the case of the first algorithm, this
condition isn’t sufficient to assert that the two faces
are identical.

3. Compute and compare inertia tensors of the face’s
boundary edges. If they are equal then, we can con-
clude that the two faces are identical.

7 Third algorithm: identical entities
localization

The second algorithm presented above finds out, for
each face of the initial model, sets of identical entities in
the modified part. After this, the aim of the third algo-
rithm is matching localized identical entities among sets
of identical entities identified through the first and second
algorithms. The third algorithm starts with assuming an
initial reference face in each of the two models. These ini-
tial reference faces are chosen within sets of faces that
have been identified as identical between the two models.
Ideally, these initial reference faces should be faces of both
models that we are sure to be the same. The problem is
that, at this stage, no faces between the two models are
known to be the same. Consequently, at the beginning of
the process, a pair of identical faces has to be assumed
as initial reference faces. For both initial reference faces a
local frame system is built using its vectorial space. Then,
barycentric vectors (the barycentre of the set of control
points defining the inertia tensor) are computed for both
models. For a given face of a model its associated barycen-
tric vector is defined as the vector based on the following
two points: the face’s barycentre and the barycentre of
the reference face. The barycentric vector coordinates are

List of identical faces 
of the initial model

List of identical faces 
of the modified model

Find a reference face
among the list of 

identical faces

Find a reference face 
among the list of

identical faces

Compute barycentric
vectors between 
the reference face

and a face

Compute barycentric
vectors between 
the reference face

and a face

Equal ?

Localized identical  faces Different faces

NOYES

Fig. 8. Localization algorithm for identical faces.

calculated with regard to the local frame system of the
reference face. Once computed, the comparison method
consists in comparing barycentric vectors between two
identical faces. In fact, if two faces are identified as identi-
cal, feature equal barycentric vectors, they are necessarily
at the same location with regard to reference faces. Steps
of this algorithm are presented in Figure 8. This algo-
rithm is first applied for an initial pair of reference faces.
This results in a list of localized identical faces between
the two models. Then, other alternatives in the choice of
reference faces are tested and, at the end, the pair of ref-
erence faces inducing the maximum number of localized
identical faces is kept as the base for the computation of
the transformation matrix between the frames associated
with the initial and modified models.

8 Fourth algorithm: identification
of the modified zones

Once the identical faces are identified and localized,
it remains to identify partially modified entities and, by
the way, sub-entities (edges of a face) which are identical
between the initial and modified models. Before detailing
this process, a terminology has to be specified with regard
to entities which have (or have not) been identified as
localized identical. These entities are referred to as:

1. Retained entity: if it’s identically localized or geomet-
rically modified.

2. Partially modified entity: if one or more sub-entities
of the entity are retained (some edges of a face are
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Initial part Modified part

identical faces

localized faces

Fig. 9. Example 1.

retained for example) and the underlying geometric
entities (curves) are retained.

3. New entity: if the underlying geometric entity is mod-
ified.

The three algorithms presented above are able to iden-
tify and localize identical entities. To be really efficient,
the process needs to find out if entities that have been
identified as modified by the first three algorithms, are in
fact new entities or partially modified entities. For this,
the same concepts as for the third algorithm are used
(using a reference frame and barycentric vectors). These
concepts are now applied to underlying boundary edges
of each modified face.

The algorithm used to find retained entities in a mod-
ified face, stands as follows:

1. Use the reference surface and its local frame.
2. Compute inertia curve tensors and compare them.
3. Compute barycentric vectors which separate the curve

and the reference surface barycentre. We denote that
the barycentric vector is defined in the local frame
system of the reference surface.

The final output of the four algorithms mentioned above
is constituted of three lists of entities. The first list con-
tains retained and partially modified entities. The second
list contains entities of the initial model that have disap-
peared and the third list contains new entities that have
been created in the modified model.

9 Results

Two examples are presented in Figures 9 and 10 to il-
lustrate the algorithms presented in previous sections. Re-
sults are identified using color conventions. Entities iden-
tified as identical or localized identical are represented
using the same color. Entities identified as modified are
coloured black. At this step partial modifications cannot
be shown. Indeed, the actual definition of partial mod-
ification zones is a result of the re-meshing algorithm.
Tables 1 and 2 summarize relevant data related to these
two examples.

Initial part Modified part

Similar faces

Modified faces

Localized faces

Fig. 10. Example 2.

10 Conclusion

In this work, we implemented an automatic tool for
finding modifications between CAD models. This tool is
intended for being used in a more general research project
aiming at the automatic re-meshing and re-analysis of
a part that has been modified during the design pro-
cess. This paper focuses on the way model comparisons
are achieved. The whole process is actually performed
through four consecutive algorithms. The first algorithm
retrieves similarities between parts through the use of a
vectorial space and derived metric tensors. The second al-
gorithm retrieves identical entities among similar entities
and is based on the use of inertia tensors. The third al-
gorithm retrieves localized identical entities by searching
for reference faces through an iterative process involving
barycentric vectors. The purpose of fourth algorithm is
to retrieve partial modifications by using barycentric vec-
tors and inertia tensors for underlying curves of the BREP
structure.

The use of the vectorial space and metric tensors is
crucial in this process as it guarantees that it is fully inde-
pendent of frames in which the initial and modified parts
are defined. In fact, at the end of the process, the trans-
formation matrix between the frames associated with the
initial and modified models is computed. The process is
also independent of the CAD system used and it is purely
based on geometric concepts. Indeed, the vectorial space
as well as metric and inertia tensors are basically com-
puted from the BREP’s NURBS descriptions. However,
the definition of the vectorial space is closely linked with
the internal representation of NURBS geometry in the
CAD system used. In the context of the work presented
in this paper, the intent is to compare two versions of
the same model defined in the same CAD system, which
means that the same internal representation of NURBS
geometry is used for both models. The generalization of
the process to comparisons between models coming from
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Table 1. Numerical data for example 1.

Initial part Modified part

Number of BREP surface patches 37 42

Number of BREP curves 89 113

Total number of control points 864 980

Total number of vectors in the BREP vectorial spaces 756 824

Minimum size of a BREP entity metric tensor 4 4

Maximum size of a BREP entity metric tensor 40 44

CPU time required for identical entities identification (Intel Pentium 4.3 GHz) 6 s

CPU time required for localized identical entities identification 2 s

Table 2. Numerical data for example 2.

Initial part Modified part

Number of BREP surface patches 75 92

Number of BREP curves 159 208

Total number of control points 1751 2173

Total number of vectors in the BREP vectorial spaces 1642 1973

Minimum size of a BREP entity metric tensor 4 4

Maximum size of a BREP entity metric tensor 28 40

CPU time required for identical entities identification (Intel Pentium 4.3 GHz) 37

CPU time required for localized identical entities identification 2

different CAD systems, requires to solve the problem of
approximating a given shape with a unique NURBS rep-
resentation.
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